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1. Background 

1.1 Introduction 

1.1.1 Norton Conservation Area was designated by North Hertfordshire District Council in 1969 and its 

boundary was amended in 1979.  The Conservation Area is centred on Norton Road as it passes 

north-east to south-west through the village of Norton.  It also includes Church Lane, which adjoins 

Norton Road in the centre of the village.  The Conservation Area focusses on the Church of St 

Nicholas (NHLE 1174104), the public house and the historic buildings concentrated in the core of 

Norton village.  The Conservation Area also includes two large open green spaces, to the north-

west of the public house, and to the north-east of the churchyard, that incorporate well-preserved 

medieval earthworks.  

1.1.2 This report has been produced for the purpose of appraising the character of Norton Conservation 

Area.  It includes a character assessment highlighting key features, a statement of special interest, a 

list of designated heritage assets, non-designated heritage assets and key views within the 

Conservation Area, and opportunities for improvement.  It is accompanied by an annotated map of 

the Conservation Area which can be found in Appendix A.  This report does not consider potential 

boundary changes in the Conservation Area. 

1.2 Setting of Conservation Area 

1.2.1 The wider setting of Norton Conservation includes adjoining residential areas of Letchworth which 

merge with Norton to the south and west.  By contrast, to the north and east is an expansive open 

agricultural landscape.  

1.2.2 Norton is separated from Baldock by a series of large agricultural fields and the A1(M) which runs 

north to south.  To the north, Norton Road extends through open agricultural land and the mature 

woodland setting of the River Ivel corridor, towards the village of Radwell. 

1.3 Historical Development 

1.3.1 The earliest reference to Norton is in a Late Saxon Charter dated to 1007, which records its 

donation to the Abbey of St Albans.  The village is listed in the 1086 Domesday as being owned by 

the Abbots of St Albans, until the Dissolution in 1539.  Although the Abbey did not maintain a 

grange in the village, a manor house was established at Norton Bury in the early 14th century, 

approximately 300m to the north-east of the Conservation Area.  

1.3.2 A series of well-preserved medieval earthworks survive to the north-east of the churchyard in 

Church Field (‘Churchwick Field’).  The quality of the earthworks and proximity to the church 

suggests that they may be part of an early manorial site.  Excavations revealed that the apparent 

house platform did contain a building, which had cob walls and a cellar, but had been abandoned 

by 1350 (Fitzpatrick-Matthews, 2008).  

1.3.3 The earthworks also show the original line of the village main street.  This began on the south side 

of the church and ran directly across to Norton Bury.  There are no houses shown here on the 

oldest map of Norton, c.1700 but the route to Norton Bury is very clearly shown.  The street was 

once lined with elms and some of their stumps remain.  Although no houses appear here on the 

enclosure map, there are traces of buildings across much of the north-western side of the field 

(ibid.), showing that at one time, the village surrounded the parish church.  Documents from after 
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the time of the Black Death (1347-1361) suggest that the village was badly hit by the plague, with 

houses falling into disrepair. 

1.3.4 By the 18th century, Norton remained a small village comprising a handful of thatched cottages 

concentrated within the village core.  These were either sited along Church Lane, next to the Church 

of Nicholas (1174104) (e.g. 3 and 5 Church Lane, 1102024 and 6 Church Lane, 1102025) or directly 

opposite the church, on the western side of Norton Road (e.g. 106 Norton Road, 1102000 and The 

Three Horseshoes Inn, 1174437).  A village green is recorded on early 19th century mapping, before 

being built over by the original school in 1872.  Norton Hall Farm was a substantial farmstead 

shown on later 19th century OS maps, occupying an area in the south-east of the Conservation 

Area.  

1.3.5 The OS mapping from the late 19th century illustrates the slow expansion of the village during this 

period, depicting a small collection of houses clustered around the church and the school either 

side of Church Lane and surrounded by undeveloped agricultural land.  Despite the purchase of 

Norton parish by First Garden City Ltd in 1903 (Pevsner, 2019: 408), the village centre has retained 

its historic character.  Norton has experienced relatively little modern development, the exception 

being Norton Hall Farm, in the south-eastern corner of the Conservation Area, converted into 

retirement housing in 1984.  
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2. Character and Special Interest 

2.1 Character 

2.1.1 The layout of Norton Conservation Area encompasses most of the village, focussing on the central 

areas along Norton Road and Church Lane.  This area reflects the early form of settlement at 

Norton, dating back to the 12th century, with groups of cottages concentrated around the Church 

of St Nicholas (1174104).  The Conservation Area boundary incorporates a combination of open 

green spaces (containing below-ground remains of manorial sites), narrow country lanes, several 

historic cottages and a late 20th century housing development. 

2.1.2 The most densely populated part of Norton Conservation Area is in the south where a 1980’s 

housing development, as well as several post-medieval buildings and recent 20th century semi-

detached properties, are located.  The central part of the Conservation Area incorporates a loose 

collection of mainly historic listed buildings, arranged around the Church of St Nicholas (1174104) 

and former village green (now St Nicholas School), fronting Church Lane and Norton Road.  This 

includes several 18th century cottages (e.g. 6 Church Lane, 1102025 and 15 Church Lane, 1295902), 

the 19th century vicarage (1347673), the Three Horseshoes public house (1174437) and two early 

19th century workers’ cottages at 3 and 5 Church Lane (1102024).  Although Church Lane has not 

experienced a dense build up, it shows a wide variety of architectural styles, indicative of an area 

that would have served as the historic village core.  There is a deficiency of buildings in the 

northern half of the Conservation Area; this section consists primarily of a single, large field, 

currently used for grazing livestock, once thought to contain the remains of a medieval manorial 

site. 

2.1.3 The diminutive one and a half storey cottages located along Church Lane are intrinsic to the rustic 

character of the historic centre of Norton.  Cottages such as 6 Church Lane (1102025) and 15 

Church Lane (1295902) are arrayed inconsistently, with either gable ends or front elevations facing 

the lane.  This presents a broken appearance to the lane’s frontage and reinforces the rural 

character of the area.  The low sloped thatched roofs, small light windows and eyebrow dormers 

exhibit a simple, rural appearance.  Even the later 19th century, two storey red brick cottages (3 and 

5 Church Lane, 1102024), situated at the junction between Church Lane and Norton Road, are 

characterised by their lack of garden space, with their small plots fronting directly onto the lane.  

The more expansive 19th century quasi-gothic vicarage (1347673) and two storey early-20th century 

properties that have filled vacant plots opposite, are suitably screened behind veteran trees or 

hedgerows to be rendered largely invisible from Church Lane.  Even the Church of St Nicholas 

(1174104) does not convey much of a presence, rendered largely invisible due to screening trees 

and intervening properties despite its elevated position.  Accordingly, there is a pervading localised 

and diminutive ‘countryside’ ambience to this central part of the Conservation Area. 

2.1.4 In contrast, to the south, on the southern side of Norton Road, a late 20th century housing 

development at Norton Hall Farm comprises a series of elongated two storey structures with large 

sloping tile roofs.  These building are clad in black weatherboarding or brick and are designed in 

the form of a farmyard.  At the extremities of the site, away from the main road are a series of 

bungalows arranged in groups around small courtyards. 

2.1.5 On the opposite side of the road, there are several semi-detached red brick properties (90 – 94 

Norton Road).  These are built as simple double-fronted cottages.  Their consistent building lines 

and uniformity of scale provide a more urbanised setting to this part of the Conservation Area.  

2.1.6 Timber-framed thatched cottages with white roughcast walls provide the overriding character for 

the historic village core.  106 Norton Road (1102000), located on the western side of Norton Road, 
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opposite the church, displays a decorative ridged thatched roof with several eyebrow dormers.  

While 6 Church Lane (1102025) includes an ornamental ridge and brick gable stack (Figure 2.1).  

These cottages provide a sense of aesthetic charm to the central part of the Conservation Area.  

Several cottages in this central zone are complemented by black weatherboarded gables (15 

Church Lane, 1295902) or rear extensions (106 Norton Road) which appear to enhance the rural 

aspects of these buildings.  

2.1.7 A substantial 19th century ‘quasi-gothic’ vicarage, to the east of the church, is gault brick built with a 

decorative gabled brick porch.  It is a prominent building within Norton Conservation Area, its 

appearance clearly distinguished from other buildings along Church Lane.  A pair of early 19th 

century workers’ cottages (3 and 5 Church Lane, 1102024) constructed from red brick, with slate 

roofs, are adjacent to the church.  There is continuity in the application of brick frontages along this 

part of Church Lane, as demonstrated by the cottages, a red brick lychgate and a well-made, low 

buff brick church wall with mini buttresses and a red brick plinth (Figure 2.2). An additional non-

designated red brick building, displaying burned headers in the brickwork, is situated at the eastern 

end of Church Lane (26 Church Lane).  The house terminates the view down this narrow 

thoroughfare in a positive manner.  Combined with those at the western end of Church Lane, these 

historic red brick structures are easily distinguishable from the surrounding architecture and 

provide another positive contribution to the centre of the Conservation Area.  

2.1.8 In the southern part of the Conservation Area, the northern side of Norton Road includes modern 

two storey, red brick buildings (94 – 100 Norton Road), neighbouring a pair of adjoined late 18th 

century estate cottages (90 – 92 Norton Road, 1101999).  Their white roughcast walls and half-

hipped thatched roof provide a link with the historic centre of the village to the north.  Similarly, the 

1980’s housing development opposite, which has incorporated the remains of post-medieval 

Norton Hall Farm, exhibits sloping roofs and a prevalent application of black weatherboarding, 

suggestive of rural and historic architectural characteristics encountered elsewhere within the 

Conservation Area.  

2.1.9 The northern half of Norton Conservation Area comprises a sizeable rectangular field, recorded as 

Church Field or Churchwick Field on various historical maps.  It contains well-preserved earthworks 

associated with a possible medieval manorial site (Fitzpatrick-Matthews, 2008).  The banks are 

almost 1m high and form a square platform.  The remains of an early medieval house with cob 

walls and a cellar were excavated; the structure was found to have been abandoned by 1350.  The 

remains of a hollow way are also visible, running north-west to south-east, following the course of a 

modern footpath (Figure 2.3).  Although excavations determined the sunken feature originated in 

the 20th century, it follows the same alignment as the main medieval village street running from the 

church to Norton Bury Manor and was still recorded as a path on the 1880 First Edition OS map.  A 

small number of veteran deciduous trees define the edges of this historic route.  The field is largely 

screened from the Church of St Nicholas (1174104) and Church Lane by mature tree coverage and 

intervening properties.  This green space also serves to bound in the Church of St Nicholas and 

Church Lane to the south.  Unlike the gradual urban encroachment of Letchworth, experienced in 

the southern and western parts of the Conservation Area, the undeveloped field to the north 

combines with additional surrounding open farmland in retaining the distinctive contained form of 

Norton village.  

2.1.10 There is widespread tree coverage bounding Norton Conservation Area.  Mature trees delineate the 

northern and eastern Conservation Area boundaries, defining the open space in the north and 

separating the village from surrounding agricultural land.  Despite the presence of two large open 

fields, a sense of enclosure is created when entering the Conservation Area from the north and 

north-east by veteran trees forming avenues along both branches of Norton Road.  Additional 

mature trees are encountered along Church Lane, forming part of the soft margin planting that 

fronts and tightly encloses the narrow country lane – though gaps in the trees preserve views of 

several of the historic properties and church spire.  The trees provide a distinctive green and rural 
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character profile to the northern and central parts of Norton, making a positive contribution to the 

appearance of these areas. 

2.1.11 Norton Road and the adjoining Church Lane establish the layout of the historic centre of the village 

within the Conservation Area.  Church Lane is characterised by its narrowness, lack of a pavement 

and is instead fronted by a variety of soft margins enhancing the rural setting of the area.  By 

contrast, further south, Norton Road becomes a wide paved thoroughfare, with regular instances of 

street furniture.  The modern properties are elevated and well set back from the roadside, 

generating a more open, urbanised effect.  

2.2 Statement of Special Interest 

2.2.1 Apart from a small number of 20th century houses that have infilled empty plots along the southern 

side of Church Lane, the layout and form of the historic core of Norton has largely remained intact.  

It has retained its historic cottages, thick mature tree coverage and narrow country lanes.  The 

make-up of several white roughcast thatched cottages located along Church Lane contributes to 

the rural, historic, ‘cottage-style’ character of this central part within the Conservation Area. 

2.2.2 A large field, bounded by mature trees, contains visible remains of medieval earthworks and the 

original village street.  Church Field provides a distinctive rural and historic setting to the northern 

half of the Conservation Area.  

2.2.3 The southern part of Norton Conservation Area is a more urbanised area comprised of an extensive 

1980’s development of retirement homes.  A series of 20th century red brick properties are located 

on the opposite side of the road.   
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3. Key Assets and Views 

3.1 Designated Heritage Assets 

Listed Buildings 

List Entry Name Grade NGR 

1174104 Church of St Nicholas II TL 23143 34446 

1174437 The Three Horseshoes Inn II TL 23068 34372 

1347672 1, Church Lane II TL 23105 34416 

1347673 The Old Vicarage II TL 23186 34428 

1101999 90 and 92, Norton Road II TL 22992 34300 

1102000 106, Norton Road II TL 23074 34465 

1102024 3 and 5, Church Lane II TL 23116 34416 

1102025 6, Church Lane II TL 23150 34396 

1295902 15, Church Lane II TL 23245 34412 

 

3.2 Non-designated Heritage Assets 

Buildings of Local Interest 

3.2.1 Recommendations for buildings to be included on North Hertfordshire’s Register of Buildings of 

Local Interest will be included in the Summary Report at the conclusion of the project. 

Buildings or Features that make a positive contribution to the character or appearance of the 

Conservation Area 

3.2.2 The following non-designated buildings are considered to make a positive contribution to the 

character or appearance of Norton Conservation Area.  These buildings have been selected for the 

contribution they make to the townscape of the Conservation Area. 

⚫ 8 – 22, Church Lane 

⚫ 26, Church Lane 

⚫ 125 – 127, Norton Road 
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3.3 Key Views 

3.3.1 Several key views have been identified within Norton Conservation Area, as follows: 

⚫ View from northern edge of Conservation Area boundary, looking south-east across large open 

space that once contained a manorial site.  This view includes the veteran trees flanking the 

remains of a hollow way, while further earthworks are visible elsewhere in the field.  The rear 

elevations of historic buildings fronting Church Lane emerge from the field’s boundary to the 

south.  The open space is clearly defined by thick tree coverage separating the field from the 

roads (KV1); 

⚫ View from western end of Church Lane looking east along the narrow thoroughfare, sloping 

down towards a historic thatched cottage, 15 Church Lane.  This view illustrates the enclosed 

nature of the lane with veteran trees and domestic planting bounding the margins (KV2); 

⚫ View from Norton Road looking along western end of Church Lane towards the Grade II 19th 

century workers’ cottages (1, Church lane, 1347672; 3 and 5, Church Lane, 1102024).  Of note is 

the continuity of red brick frontages along Church Lane: the 19th century cottages, the lychgate 

and the well-made low churchyard boundary wall (KV3); 

⚫ View from Norton Road in the centre of the Conservation Area looking east.  A gap in the thick 

tree coverage affords one of the only views of the Church of St Nicholas (1174104), despite its 

prominent elevation (KV4); 

⚫ View from the southern end of the Conservation Area, looking northwards up Norton Road.  

The view highlights the more modern and suburban feel to this part of the Conservation Area, 

especially when compared with the historic core of Norton to the north.  There is an increase in 

street furniture and road markings with houses set back from the roadside by a wide pavement.  

The 1980’s conversion of Norton Hall Farm into retirement housing is visible on the right (KV5); 

and 

⚫ View looking south along Norton Road, with the primary school to its east, from the junction 

with Church Lane (KV6). 
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4. Opportunities for Improvement 

4.1.1 There are several opportunities for improvement within the Norton Conservation Area, as follows: 

⚫ The loss of trees or hedging for parking access or increases of areas of hard standing within the 

Conservation Area, especially along Church Lane, should be resisted. 

⚫ Maintenance of the streetscape should ensure the character of the roads and verges is 

maintained to ensure soft boundaries to Church Lane and its character as countryside 

thoroughfare is discernible. 

⚫ Parking access to properties along Church Lane should be designed to reflect the rural 

character of the area, avoiding extensive use of modern brick retaining walls, reducing hard 

surfacing and ensuring visibility splays are in character with surrounding property boundary 

treatments.  
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Appendix A  

Conservation Area Map 
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Appendix B  

Photographs 

B.1 Character Photographs 

Figure 2.1 Timber-framed thatched cottages with white roughcast walls provide the overriding character for 

the historic village core. 6 Church Lane (1102025) includes an ornamental ridge and brick gable stack (above). 

These cottages provide a sense of aesthetic charm to the central part of the Conservation Area (looking east). 
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Figure 2.2 There is a continuity in the application of brick frontages along the western end of Church Lane, as 

demonstrated by the red brick 19th century workers’ cottages, a red brick lychgate and (above) a well-made, 

low buff brick church wall with mini buttresses and a red brick plinth. The Queen Victoria post-box also 

contributes to a sense of historic charm for this area (looking north-east). 
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Figure 2.3 The remains of a hollow way are visible running north-west to south-east through the large field in 

the north. Although this sunken feature is 20th century, it follows the alignment of the original village street, 

likely associated with the adjacent medieval earthworks It is recorded as a path on the 1880 First Edition OS 

map and at present follows the course of a signposted footpath. There are occasional veteran deciduous 

trees marking the edges of the historic route (left). The field is largely screened from the Church of St 

Nicholas (1174104) and Church Lane by mature tree coverage and intervening properties (looking south). 
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B.2 Key Views 

KV1: View from northern edge of Conservation Area boundary, looking south-east across large open space 

that once contained a manorial site. This view includes the veteran trees flanking the remains of a hollow 

way, while further earthworks are visible elsewhere in the field. The rear elevations of historic buildings 

fronting Church Lane emerge from the field’s boundary to the south. The open space is clearly defined by 

thick tree coverage separating the field from the roads.  
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KV2: View from western end of Church Lane looking east along the narrow thoroughfare, sloping down 

towards a historic thatched cottage, 15 Church Lane (1295902). This view illustrates the enclosed nature of 

the lane with veteran trees and domestic planting bounding the margins. 
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KV3: View from Norton Road looking along western end of Church Lane towards the Grade II 19th century 

workers’ cottages (1 Church Lane, 1347672 and 3 and 5 Church Lane, 1102024). Of note is the continuity of 

red brick frontages along Church Lane: the 19th century cottages, the lychgate and the well-made low 

churchyard boundary wall.  
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KV4: View from Norton Road in the centre of the Conservation Area looking east. A gap in the thick tree 

coverage affords one of the only views of the Grade II listed Church of St Nicholas (174104), despite its 

prominent elevation. 
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KV5: View from the southern end of the Conservation Area, looking northwards up Norton Road. The view 

highlights the more modern and suburban feel to this part of the Conservation Area, especially when 

compared with the historic core of Norton to the north. There is an increase in street furniture and road 

markings with houses set back from the roadside by a wide pavement. The 1980’s conversion of Norton Hall 

Farm into retirement housing is visible on the right.  
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KV6: View looking south along Norton Road, with the primary school to its east, from the junction with 

Church Lane. 
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